Bellbird Pottery Course
Hand Building
and some wheel throwing

Learn the hand building techniques of pinching, coiling and slab building. You will
also learn the age-old technique of forming pots on the wheel with an experienced
tutor. Feel free to bring an image of an object or vessel that you would like to
create.
In this six-week-course, you will learn the fundamental skills of hand building and
some wheel throwing. Using these techniques, it is possible to create a range of
works, varying from functional ware to sculptural pieces. You will experiment with a
range of techniques to explore texture and surface decoration.
The course uses a variety of teaching methods, including one-on-one tutorials and group
demonstrations. You will receive personal support to discuss and develop your individual project.

WORKSHOP INFO

POTTERY TUTOR.

DURATION
2 hours per week for six weeks
See bellbird-pottery.com or call for dates

Karine Moinaux studied pottery in
France at the Centre International de

Week 1&2 - Make your own work +
Tutorials will be demonstrated
Week 3 - Glazing
Week 4&5 - Make your own work +
Tutorials will be demonstrated
Week 6 - Glazing

Formation

INCLUDED
5kg of clay, use of tools, wheel, firing,
materials for decorating and glazing.

pottery studios in France, followed by

GROUP SIZE
Maximum of 4 students

Zealand, before opening her own

PLEASE BRING
Apron, fully covering shoes, small hand
towel.

à

la

Céramique

(cnifop.com) and in New Zealand at
the Dunedin School of Art.
With 25 years experience in pottery
work, Karine worked with various
two years in Tennessee USA and
Dublin Bay Pottery in Wanaka New
studio.
After completion of the course, it takes 2-3 weeks for your piece to be fired.
We will contact you when your work is ready for collection.

Karine Moinaux - karinemoinaux@hotmail.co.nz - Mobile: 021 214 8979 - Golden Bay NZ

BELLBIRD-POTTERY.COM

